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Lifestyle Products

RomTech Lifestyle Products.    Cal 800-829-8754 for more information

Mars Rover puts you in the pilots seat of the most advanced virtual space explorer created 
by man.    Using your computer, experience the famous red planet from the comfort of your 
armchair.    The surface racing beneath your rover, the canyon walls flashing past as you 
continue your explorations are all authenic reconsuctions of Martian terrain data.    When the
rover stops you have full control to stop and carefully explore the alien environment.    For 
Windows and Macintosh.    Street price $29.95.

Distant Suns multimedia space program is a working model of the heavens on your 
desktop.    Its a full-featured planetarium for finding objects in the sky -- even the new 
comets like Hale-Bopp.    Its also a 3D model of the solar system.    Hover near the planets, 
move your viewpoint high above the ecliptic and watch comets or spacecraft move.    With 
hundreds of full-color pictures, over 60 minutes of space movies and the Nightly Grabbag 
(365 articles or projects of interest about every imaginable space topic), its an endless 
source of inspiration, wonder and knowledge about how the universe looks and works. For 
Windows only, CD only, about $50 street price.



Vistapro uses advanced fractal rendering to create stunning landscapes from digital 
elevation maps.    Place a virtual camera on a topographic map and watch the view come to 
life!    Add trees, water, snow, change the light; create photo-realistic pictures.    Includes 
hundreds of digital maps of Earth and Mars plus a utility to make movies.    IBM or Mac, CD or
diskettes,    about $50 street price

Not Just Another Clip Art:    Why settle for ordinary clipart when the extraordinary is 
within your grasp?    Not Just Another Clipart is a library of over 2,500 absolutely distinct, 
totally new forms of expression.    Choose from nine eclectic catagories covering every 
imaginable image from A to Z.    For Windows and Macintosh, CD only.    Street Price $ 24.95.

Virtual Field Trips (for teachers) uses the visualization power of Vistapro to bring earth 
science alive! Your students will feel like theyve dived into deep sea trenches, scaled high 
mountain ranges, and descended into the craters of active volcanoes!.    Vistapro, special 
maps, worksheets, exercises and quizzes are all included    in this 30 station lab pack.    IBM 
or Mac, CD-ROM $399 30-station lab pack price is only available directly from Virtual Reality 
Laboratories.



Visions of Mars was produced by the Planetary Society.    This CD is an exact copy of the 
one that will be flown to Mars in late 1996 aboard the Russion Mars Lander.    It is a time 
capsule for future Mars colonists and contains a wonderful collection of Mars art, literature 
and even sounds.    With over 70 books and short stories by famous authors, complete 
broadcast of the War of the Worlds with Orson Wells, pages of artists renditions of Mars, from
comic books to oil paintings and personal greetings to the future colonists from Arthur C. 
Clarke, Carl Sagan and others, this collectors item is both interesting and historic.    For IBM 
or Mac, CD only, about $35 street price.

Mars Explorer is a highly detailed color image of the surface of Mars.    Choose from four 
magnification scales and the JPL images from Viking will be displayed.    You can display 
feature names and even locate a feature by name.    Using arrow keys allows you to scroll 
over the surface of the planet to examine details on the surface.    For IBM (DOS) or Mac, 
about $35 street price.

Venus Explorer is similar to Mars Explorer, but with Venus data gathered from the Magellan
spacecraft.    Because of Venus thick cloud cover, the data is radar reflections, but these 



close-up views of our sister planet are the same ones scientists have been studying to 
discover Venus secrets.      For IBM (DOS) or Mac, about $35 street price. 

Zookeeper is a fun-filled way to learn about thousands of animals and the world of natural 
science.    You will be amazed at the number of fascinating facts, photos, and sounds in these
three information packed CD-ROMs. The package contains Multimedia Animals, Dinosaur 
Discovery plus a bonus disk of 1,500 color images and 90 minutes of sound from the natural 
world.    For Windows only, $29.95 street price.

The Great World Passport:    Discover the richness of the world without leaving home.    
Let the Great World Passport take you on an entertaining, informative, inspiring journey 
around the world as well as through Americas history and cultures.    The Great World 
Passport will provide you with hours of entertainment.    The three CD package includes 
World Vista, American Vista, and U.S. Presidents.    For Windows only, $29.95 street price.    



Business Products

RomTech Business products.    Call 800-829-8754 for more information.

FormWizard is a powerful form-filling program.    Just fax or scan any paper form into your 
computer, then use FormWizard to fill it out.    You can add color or graphics, link to a 
database, do arithmetic, and print on the original form.    Its a powerful 32-bit program which
is still easy to use.    Once in your machine, use the same form over and over and it always 
looks great. For Windows only, CD or diskettes, about $60 street price.

FormWizard SOHO Version is a form-filling program designed for the small or home office.
It has the power to fill out forms quickly, easily and inexpensively without the more 
advanced field fill-ins and data base links.    For Windows only, CD or diskettes, about $30 
street price.



FileABC is the easiest way to manage all your documents.    Use it to turn all of those pieces
of paper--spreadsheets, letters, faxes, scanned documents and more-- into useful, easily 
accessible information.    FileABC is a comprehensive easy-to-use and easy-to-install 
Windows based, document imaging and management solution that uses the PC equipment 
you already own.    FileABC is the industrys best-priced, high performace document imaging 
and management program available.    For Windows only.

Easy Employee Scheduler for small businesses allows weekly scheduling of full and part 
time employees on variable shifts.    Click and point to choose first the staffing template you 
want for each day, then the employee availability and desired working times and Easy 
Scheduler will generate a schedule which maximizes it all.    For Windows only, diskettes, 
about $595 street price. 



Value Line Products

RomTech Value Line products.    Call 800-829-8754 for more information.

Galaxy of Games I and II each contain over 300 games for windows.    Play them straight 
from the CD or install them to your hard drive.    Game catagories include action, board, 
educational, sports, skill, war, arcade, casino, jokes, puzzles and space games.    Windows 
only.

Dinosaur Discovery provides detailed illustrations, descriptions and cross-referenced facts 
along with pronunciations of names and classifications of more than 150 dinosaurs and 
prehistoric animals.    Narrated slide-shows present the techniques used by scientists to 
unearth fossils and explain the theories developed from these prehistoric clues.    A matching
game challenges you to learn all the dinosaur names.    Mac or Windows.

Multimedia Animals:    This comprehensive reference on amphibians, birds, fish, mammals 
and reptiles includes detailed illustrations, animal sounds, conservation status, diet, range 
and habitat, along with correct pronunciations of common and scientific names and 
classifications for 2,000 animals.    Each characteristic is cross-referenced so you can easily 
see the similarities and the differences within the vertebrate branch of the animal kingdom.   
Mac or Windows.

American Vista Atlas:    Political, topographic and resource maps from Hammond Inc. are 
available for each state along with data from the U.S. Census and Department of Commerce 
and descriptions of the state's tourism and history.    More than just maps, American Vista 
Atlas gives you a taste of the diverse culture and landscape of America with almost 1,000 
color pictures and examples of regional music and dialects from the Smithsonian Institution.  
Text and narrations of documents like the Constitution and the Declaration of Independence 
are provided as well as narrated slide-shows presenting more historical and cultural topics.    
Mac or Windows

Atlas of U.S. Presidents:    Portraits, cross-referenced facts and biographies of the 42 
presidents of the United States are presented along with audio clips of important speeches 
of those elected in the 20th century.    The Atlas of U.S. Presidents also includes summaries 
of election results and portraits and biographies of the first ladies.    A matching game lets 
you show your skills at identifying all the presidents, their vice-president and their term of 
office.    Mac or Windows.

World Vista Atlas:    With more than just maps, World Vista Atlas shows the diverse 
cultures of the world with more than 1,000 color photos, phrases spoken in the native 
languages and examples of music from the Smithsonian's Folkways collection.    It includes 
the latest maps, flags and data of Rand McNally.    Narrated slide-showshelp put geographic 
concepts and data in perspective.    Mac or Windows.

Mediasource:    If you are using an authoring tool or presentation software such as 
HyperStudio, Digital Chisel, Astound, Director, SuperLink, ToolBook, or PowerPoint, you 
probably already have faced the problems of finding good material.    



Mediasource titles solve these problems by providing professional quality stock photos, 
background music and sound effects with reuse rights for desktop multimedia reports or 
presentations.

Historical Library    (Mac or Windows)
Natural Sciences Library    (Mac or Windows)
Sights & Sounds    (Mac and Windows)
WAV Sound Effects    (Windows Only)

Language Discovery:    Users of any age can learn 1,000 words in English, French, German 
and Spanish from this single CD-ROM.    Each word is presented with a picture, pronounced 
by a native speaker and included in an interactive scene to let you put it in context.    In 
practice mode, this scene becomes a quiz to check your progress.    Language Discovery also
includes easy-to-use on-line dictionaries and a game to reinforce learning.    Mac or Windows.

Art Appeal

Volume 1: Business
Volume 2: Government & Industry 
Volume 3: Education & Leisure

Each Art Appeal volume features:

1) Over 1200 highly-detailed, artist -drawn original clip art images in both CGM and WMF 
formats.    Images are created as vector art, giving more versatility to manipulate lines.

2) Executed in full color and high-contrast gray-scale.

3) Images can be resized, reshaped, rotated, flipped, and recolored.    Select portions of the 
artwork can be chosen and edited.

4) Contains an easy-to-use "Browser" feature which allows users to search for an image 
feature which allows users to search for an image by category, with a 35 page manual.

5) Over 7000 keywords in the pre-built "Browser" catalog search feature.

6) Pictures can be imported from other packages in a host of computer formats, including 
LBM/IFF, CLP, GIF, JPEF/JFIF, PCX, TIFF, TGA, WMF, BMP, and WPG using the "Browser."

 




